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Scott Pilgrim just turned 24, and things couldn't possibly be better! This means things are about to

get infinitely worse! Suddenly, TWO of Ramona's evil ex-boyfriends are in town, and they're playing

dirty. His band is in turmoil, and his own exes aren't making things any easier. And what's up with

Ramona, anyway? She's been acting kinda weird ever since they moved in together! Scott's

precious little life is coming back around to bite him in the butt, and it may not be pretty!
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The Scott Pilgrim books are in a class by themselves. There is so much to laugh at in each one but

the surprising thing is how much there is that will move you. Even the most minor characters

become like old friends when you read this incredible series.Book 5 is the most serious one yet,

dealing with Scott and Ramona settling into life together. My favorite character, Kim Pine, finally

gets her chance to shine in this volume. Her actions in the final battle....wow Kim, just wow.I don't

want to give any details for fear of ruining the delight you will get reading it yourself, but there is a

cliffhanger that will make you curse the year long wait until the final book that brings the series to a

close.I cannot recommend these books enough. If you are between the ages of 13-45 this is

guaranteed to become one of your favorite books. Not to diss the older folks I'm almost 40 myself),

all the pop culture references may be lost on those people who weren't raised with a video game

console in their house. But there is enough heart in these books for anyone to get a lot of them.But

this book!



Scott Pilgrim vs the Universe is definitely one of the books that you can finish in an hour if youve

been following Scott Pilgrim from the beginning. The books is as usual, filled with hilarious dialogue,

an interesting action packed feature of Scott and robot fighting, and finally more evil ex-boyfriends.If

this was your first entry into the Scott Pilgrim universe then I would definitely, after reading this, urge

you to go back to the first book. However, the author does a great job at providing a refreshing

review of what happened in the previous books. All the characters arent included in the review but

when they appear in the story a brief cutway or side discussion discusses their part.To close away

this one is a fast read. As I usually suggest for the books that are a fast read, you may want to

reread it. The only flaw is that at times the characters are a bit hard to make out and you have to

really follow them to see who exactly is speaking in scenes that may have just two or three of them.

Fortunately Ramona is always easy to pick out because of her bag, Scott is too.Also this one I like

because of several of the scenes with Scott. The author did a great job with his design, mainly in the

area of some of the panels with only a portrait of Scott. They are hard to describe but they are

definitely memorable.Definitely pick this up and as usual have fun rereading them all as we wait for

the next one, since they all always end on two huge cliffhangers.

Here we have what is said to be the second to last volume in the Scott Pilgrim series of graphic

novels. Scott still has to defeat three more of Ramona's evil exes, and he faces off with two of them

here (they are twins). Scott is marginally more mature now, but that doesn't make his actions any

less funny. Looking forward to the conclusion!

This volume came in the mail at least a day early. Not only was it early, but it also came in 1st class.

That made me feel special. The book's cover is shiny like a really rare trading card. I had to peel

away my eyes from looking at it to write the review. Now to actually read the book.

I watched the movie and it was great and the books are just as good. My girlfriend wanted all of

these so hence I got them all for her. Have not really read them but they look good. If your a fan of

the movie then pick these up.

Admittedly, for fans of Scott Pilgrim, the previous volumes are hard to top. I, personally, think that

the revelation of vegan powers for Todd Ingram will never be equalled. There will be many that find

this latest volume a disappointment as the pace seems to slow and the fight scenes take a back

seat to real emotional resonance. I disagree and think this downbeat interlude will be essential to



the arc of the entire story.This is Ramona Flowers's volume and from finding out she's changed her

hair--we know something has changed, but the mystery of her funk, the return of her glow, and the

truth behind her relationship with the series' big bad, Gabriel, is more than enough to keep a reader

flipping the pages. This book features the best gag I've seen employing the ubiquitous cell phone

camera and does a great job of ratcheting up the dread associated with Scott's upcoming

confrontation with Gabriel and the conclusion of the series.You've gotta read this and the cover is all

shiny like its a 90s comic book, too!

The Scott Pilgrim series is an absolutely awesome storyline and I highly recommend it to anyone

with a geeky side, especially if you enjoy video games. I also recommend watching the movie if you

haven't seen it :P

This is quite possibly my favorite book of the series so far, and there's almost no actual portrayal of

battles in here. Something happened within this book that changed the tone of the series to

something much more all around interesting. Perhaps it's that Scott suddenly acts with purpose,

perhaps it's that Ramona suddenly seems to have some sort of emotions behind things.Perhaps it's

this vision that all of this might not even be real.Or perhaps it's just that Scott's so damned ready to

beat up Gideon that he will kick anyone with glasses in the face just to get the first hit.All in all, this is

a beauty, and I highly suggest reading at least this far into the series!
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